



ForbiDDEn gamEs:  
architEctural compEtitions
zakazanE gry:  
architEktonicznE konkursy
 
A b s t r a c t
Common	characteristics	to	any	type	of	game:	entertainment,	risk,	rules,	action,	con-
frontation,	strategy,	creativity,	passion...	The	exercise	of	architecture	is	also	a	game.	
However,	 a	 form	of	extreme	game	 for	 the	professional	architect	 is	participation	 in	
contests.	 in	 these	contests,	projects	should	resemble	a	screenplay,	an	 initial	energy	
capable	of	generating	a	process.
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“On these high platforms – many of which have a length of one hundred metres – they 
built their temples. From there they had access to the sky, the clouds, the breeze and to the 
great plains open in that, suddenly, he had become the previous jungle tedium. Thanks to 
this architectural artifice the landscape totally changed and gave you a visual experience of 






































































































“The	Hospital San Martín, outside the walls of the foundational district of Vegueta, is 
perched on the Guiniguada ravine as a junction of the Risco de San Juan in its North slope. 
Against its monumental presence in the profile of the ravine, San Martín has a setting of 
narrow streets, low height, without capacity to assimilate the Museum activity. On the other 
hand, the ravine and its relevance make it proper as via access to the MuBA GC, to obtain 
this objective is activated the empty plot between Ramón y Cajal and Juan de Quesada, 











A museum is a public space and part of the city: the sleep of reason and a haven for crea-
tivity. A location for feasting and tribal recognition, where fellow citizens become aware of 
their belonging to a place. A plastic substance that blends local and universal essences. To 
frame this activity has been our goal in this project”3.
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